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This remarkable vessel was found just at the conclusion of
recent excavations at Culver StreetJ ColchesterJ in a post
hole associated with Colchester's military period (AD 43/44
49/50). The sherds found,come only from the body of the
vesselJ but the form is that ,of a large globular beakerJ
probably more like the Dechelette form 72 than the more
common (in glazed ware) form 52 (D§chelette 1904). There is
a broad band of roulett1ngJ applied before the glazeJ at the
bottomJ and at the top there is the beginning of a groove.
Only three applied-moulded figures are presentJ but these are
all completeJ showingJ in successionJ a cheru_Q-l ike winged
angelJ an unidentified figureJ and a gladiatorJ all facing to
the right. The most unusual aspect of the sherd is its fine
pale buff-cploured fabricJ with a fine light-brownJ rather
crisPJ sugary-appearing glaze.
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Relatively few applied-moulded figures on glazed-ware vessels
appear to have been published.

The one clear parallel to this vessel

which helps with identification was published by Joseph Dechelette in an
article entitled L'officine de Saint-Remy (Allier) et les origines de
la poterie sigil§e gallo-romaine, which appeared in Revue Archeologique

(Dechelette 1901).

In a section entitled "III.

Fragment de vase a

glaqure jaunStre" Dechelette describes a large sherd with an applied

moulded mythological scene having a similar pale buff fabric and glaze.
The scene on that sherd is the subject of a lengthy discussion, being
ultimately identified as Theseus in combat with the Amazon Queen
Hippolyte:

the scene on our vessel is less amenable to such a precise

interpretation, in the writers' limited experience, at least.

A search

of better-known literature, including Oswald's Figure types on Terra
Sigillata (Oswald 1936-7), the two papers by Grace Simpson on vessels

with applied and moulded decoration (Simpson 1957 and 1973), and Les
vases ornes ... of

D~chelette

has yielded no further genuinely similar

figures, on either glazed vessels, or on sigillata or dark colour-coated
wares.
During the

~riters'

most recent travels in France, a search for

parallels was conducted at several museums, including the Musee des
Antiquites Nationales at St. Germain-en-Laye, the museums at Alesia,
Dijon, Clermont-Ferrand, Lezoux and Millau/La Graufesenque.

No

genuinely similar pieces were observed anywhere, although one of two
large mould-decorated flagons (Dechelette form 62) in storage at the
Mus~e

des Antiquites Nationales does have a glaze which is rather more

brownish than greenish.
The pursuit of parallels has also led to some speculation on the
role of glazed

~ares

in the early Roman period:

the discussion by

Dechelette (op cit) and by Kevin Greene (Greene 1978 and 1979) is non
commital on this subject.

It is nevertheless curious that by far the

most common glazed forms are the three narrow-necked flagon forms,
Dechelette forms 60, 61 and 62, and that the most important source of
these vessels is generally accepted to be St. R€ m y-en-Rollat,
village on the Allier just north of Vichy.

a small

Vichy is still one of the

most important spa towns in Frante, having four major warm-water springs,
as well as several cold-water springs, and it is known to have been
exploited as such during the Roman period.
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Spa towns such as Vichy

atttact large numbers of

l~uristes'

(people who come to 'take the

cure'), and the 'cure' itself requires one principal item of para
phernalia, which is a small flask, nowadays made of plastic insulated by
a fine wicker exterior, which serves to keep the water warm whilst it is
slowly sipped in the shady park which surrounds the buildings which
house the springs.

It is entirely possible that the green-glazed flagons

are the predecessors of these modern plastic flasks, and the vessels
found in Britain may even have served to transport the precious water
directly from Vichy as far as the British Isles.
\
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